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 .  .If n is a pointwise or even just norm universally good sequence for Cesarok
averages as in the ergodic theorem, then for the generic invertible measure-pre-
 . n nkserving transformation t , the averages 1rn  f (t converge in norm to theks 1
integral of f. Q 1997 Academic Press
 .Suppose that X, b , m is a probability space and that t is an invertible
 .measure-preserving transformation of X, b , m . The classical norm er-
 . n kgodic theorem says that if t is ergodic, then the averages 1rn  f (tks1
converge in L -norm to a constant limit which is Hf dm, for all f g2
 .L X, m . However, if one averages in a different way, especially when one2
uses only some of the possible powers t k, then the limit, if it exists, need
 . n k 2not necessarily be the integral. For example, the averages 1rn  f (tks1
 .also converge in L -norm for all f g L X, m , but the limit is not2 2
necessarily constant for some ergodic transformations. Because of this
example and other similar ones, it is natural to ask the question: When will
a norm good averaging method always give the constant function Hf dm as
the limit of the averages?
 .To establish a more general context for this question, suppose that mn
is a sequence of probability measures on the integers Z. For any invertible
t `  . ktransformation t , the averages m f s  m k f (t are well-definedn ksy` n
 .contraction operators on L X, m . The question we are asking in this2
 .one: Given that the sequence m f converges in L -norm for all transfor-n 2
 .   .mations t and all functions f g L X, m that is, m is a norm good2 n
.a¨eraging method , for which transformations t will the limit always be the
w xconstant Hf dm? In Rosenblatt 4 an example is given of a nontrivial norm
 .good averaging method m and a weakly mixing transformation t forn
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which the limit is not necessarily constant. However, Cornfeld has asked,
 .will the limit always be constant for most weakly mixing transformations?
The purpose of this article is to show that this is indeed the case in the
sense of Baire category.
The first well known principle is this one. We denote the Fourier$ $
` yk .  .transforms of the measures m by m and take m g s  m k g ,n n n ksy` n
for all g in the unit circle T.
 .1. PROPOSITION. The sequence m is a norm good a¨eraging method ifn $
  ..and only if the sequence of Fourier transforms m g con¨erges for alln
g g T.
Remark. This result holds also if by norm good averaging one means
 .that the averages converge in L -norm for all f g L X, m , but only for2 2
the class of ergodic transformations.
$
 .  .  .For a norm good averaging sequence m , let h g denote lim m g .n nª` n
 . It is not difficult to see that if m is also uniformly dissipati¨ e that is,n
 . .  .lim sup m k s 0 , then h g s 0 a.e. with respect to thenª` k g Z n
w xLebesgue measure on T. See Rosenblatt 4 for a proof. But also h is a
first Baire class function, a pointwise limit of continuous functions. There-
fore, by Osgood's theorem, h is also continuous at a set of points g which
form a dense G subset C of T. Consequently, h s 0 on this set C. Thesed
facts suggest the following principle.
 .2. PROPOSITION. If m is a uniformly dissipati¨ e, norm good a¨eragingn
  . 4method, then the limit function h has the property that g g T : h g / 0 is a
countable union of closed sets K , r s 1, 2, 3, . . . , each with no interior andr
Lebesgue measure zero.
 . Proof. Because m converges pointwise everywhere, the set g gn
 . 4T : h g / 0 is the union over all l s 1, 2, 3, . . . and m s 1, 2, 3, . . . of the$ $
 <  . < 4  <  . <sets g g T : m g G 1rl if k G m . But each of the sets g g T : m gk k
4G 1rl if k G m is a closed set because it is a countable intersection over$
 <  . < 4k G m of the closed sets g g T : m g G 1rl . Hence, we can writek
  . 4 `g g T : h g / 0 s D K with each set K closed. But also, since thers1 r r
  . 4set g g T : h g / 0 has Lebesgue measure zero, each of the sets K hasr
Lebesgue measure zero and has no interior.
We will use this description of the spectral limit function h in order to
consider the invertible transformations t such that the averages mt f sn
`  . k  . m k f (t do not converge to zero for some f g L X, m withksy` n 2
Hf dm s 0. In order to make the context as simple as possible, for the
remainder of this article we will take the underlying probability space
 . w xX, b , m to be the interval 0, 1 with Lebesgue measure on the Lebesgue
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w xmeasurable subsets of 0, 1 . Let T denote the group of invertible
 .measure-preserving transformations of X, b , m . We will use the weak
topology on T. This is a pseudo-metrizable topology such that a sequence
 .  .t in T converges to t g T if and only if lim m t ADt A s 0 for alln nª` n
measurable sets A. In this topology, T becomes a complete pseudo-
metrizable group. For this reason, the Baire category theorem holds in T
and category descriptions of subsets of T give a measure of the size of
these subsets.
There is an alternative description of the weak topology on T. This
description is better suited for relating the topology to spectral properties
of the transformations. As usual, denote the inner-product Hf f dm by1 2
 :  .f , f for any f , f g L X, m . The Herglotz theorem says that given1 2 1 2 2
 .t g T and f g L X, m , there is a unique positive regular Borel measure2 $
t t k .  :on T, denoted by n , such that n k s f (t , f for all k g Z. Thisf f 2
measure n t is called the spectral measure for t with respect to f.f
 .3. PROPOSITION. A sequence t in T con¨erges to t g T if and only ifn
 .  t n. tfor all f g L X, m , the sequence of spectral measures n con¨erges to n2 f f
U  . t n tin the weak topology, i.e., for all F g C T , HF dn con¨erges to HF dn , asf f
n tends to `.
 .Proof. It is clear that a given sequence t in T converges to t g T ifn
 k . kand only if for all k g Z, t converges to t . But it is not hard to seen
 .  .also that t in T converges to t g T if and only if for all f g L X, m ,n 2
5 5lim f (t y f (t s 0.2n
nª`
By expanding the norm of the difference in inner products, we also see
 .  .that t in T converges to t g T if and only if for all f , f g L X, m ,n 1 2 2
 :  :lim f (t , f s f (t , f .1 n 2 1 2
nª`
By the polar identity, each of these inner products is itself a finite linear
 :  :combination of inner products of the form f (t , f and f (t , fn
 .  .respectively for suitable f g L X, m . So t in T converges to t g T if2 n
 .and only if for all f g L X, m ,2
 :  :lim f (t , f s f (t , f .n
nª`
 .Thus, t in T converges to t g T if and only if for all k g Z,n
$ $
t tnlim n k s n k . .  .f f
nª`
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The rest of the proof is this well-known argument in harmonic analysis.
 .By taking linear combinations of the characters on T, we now see that tn
in T converges to t g T if and only if for all trigonometric polynomials
 .p g on T,
lim p g dn t n g s p g dn t g . .  .  .  .H Hf f
nª`
But then the Stone-Weierstrass theorem and the uniform boundedness of
 t n.  .the measures n shows that t in T converges to t g T if and only iff n
 t n. t Uthe sequence of spectral measures n converges to n in the weakf f
topology.
This proposition allows us to connect the values of h with the limiting
 .  .behavior of the averages m acting on L X, m . Fix a given uniformlyn 2
 .dissipative, norm good averaging method m . Consider the set G of whatn
we might call the good transformations:
G s t g T : for all f g L X , m , with f dm s 0, . H2
5 t 5one has lim m f s 0 .2n 5nª`
This is the class of transformations which exhibit the classical limit for all
functions. We have this theorem which we will prove after some more
discussion.
4. THEOREM. Gi¨ en a uniformly dissipati¨ e, norm good a¨eraging method
 . w xm , the set G of good transformations of 0, 1 is a dense G set in the weakn d
topology on T.
This result shows that while not all transformations will give the classical
limit on all functions, most will. Since the weakly mixing transformations
are a dense G set in T too, this result shows that for most, although notd
generally all, weakly mixing transformations, the classical limit of a con-
stant will be the rule, supposing at the outset that one is using a given
uniformly dissipative, norm good averaging method.
In order to see why Theorem 4 holds, some further analysis is needed.
One point is that one does not need to work with all functions f g
 .  .L X, m . Indeed, the linearity of the operators m shows that t will be2 n
 .in G if there is a set S of mean zero functions f g L X, m such that S2
 .spans a norm dense subspace of the mean zero functions L X, m and for2
5 t 5all f g S, one has lim m f s 0. The particular set S that we use2nª` n
here is not important, but we will want to take it to be countable, which we
 .may since X, b , m is separable.
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The assertion of Theorem 4 is that the complement of G is a countable
union of nowhere dense closed sets in T. To see this we need to observe
that
` `
2t kyl5 5  :m f s m k m l f (t , f .  . 2n n n
ksy` lsy`
` ` $
ts m k m l n k y l .  .  .  n n f
ksy` lsy`
` `
ky l ts m k m l g dn g .  .  .  Hn n f
Tksy` lsy`
2$
ts m g dn g .  .H n f
T
2 tª h g dn g . .  .H f
T
t  .This shows that t f G if and only if for some f g S, n h / 0 ) 0.f
That is, t f G if and only if for some f g S and some r s
t  .  .1, 2, 3, . . . , n K ) 0. This suggests that we consider the sets B f , m, rf r
t  .consisting of all t such that n K G 1rm. Then T _ G sf r
` `  .D D D B f , m, r . The proof of Theorem 4 relies on showingf g S rs1 ms1
 .that the sets B f , m, r are closed and have no interior in the weak
topology on T.
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that S is any countable set of mean-zero
 .functions in L X, m which spans a norm dense subspace of the mean-zero2
 .functions in L X, m . The residual nature of G will be proved if we show2
 .that for each f g S, and any m, r s 1, 2, 3, . . . , the set B f , m, r is closed
and has no interior.
It is clear that these sets are closed in the weak topology. Indeed,
 .  .  .suppose that t is a sequence in B f , m, r and t converges to t g T.n n
 .Let F g C T be any continuous function such that F G 1 . Then forK r
each n, HF dn t n G 1rm. Hence also, HF dn t G 1rm by Proposition 3.f f
t t  .Because K is compact and n is regular, we have n K G 1rm too.r f f r
 .Next we want to show that B f , m, r has no interior. For this we will
need to choose some fixed element t g T such that for all mean zero0
 . t 0f g L X, m , the spectral measures n are absolutely continuous with2 f
w xrespect to Lebesgue measure. See Cornfeld, Fomin, and Sinai 1 and Parry
w x 3 for a discussion of this phenomenon for example, K-automorphisms
.have this property because they have countable Lebesgue spectrum . By
w x y1Halmos' Theorem 2 , the conjugates st s with s g T are dense in T0
in the weak topology. But each such conjugate also has all of its non-trivial
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spectral measures absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure
 .  . st 0 sy1because for any mean zero f g L X, m , the spectral measure n2 f
is n t 0 . Since K is of Lebesgue measure zero, we have that for any meanf ( s r
 . st 0 sy1  .zero f g L X, m , and any s g T, the value n K s 0. This, to-2 f r
gether with the density of such conjugates st sy1 varying s g T, shows0
 .that the set B f , m, r has no interior.
The good transformations for a given uniformly dissipative, norm good
averaging method are generic by the above argument, but also always
contain all strongly mixing transformations. Indeed, it is observed in
w x  .Rosenblatt 4 that if m is a uniformly dissipative sequence and t isn
 . 5 t 5strongly mixing, then for any mean zero f g L X, m , lim m f s 0.22 nª` n
This suggests the natural question of which transformations are good for
ALL uniformly dissipative, norm good averaging methods? Indeed, these
transformations could conceivably consist of just the strongly mixing trans-
formations. While this is not currently known to be true, a partial result in
this direction is available which at least will show that the set of transfor-
mations which are good for all uniformly dissipative, norm good averaging
methods is of first category.
First, consider this definition.
5. DEFINITION. For a transformation t g T and a function f g
 .L X, m , the function is said to be rigid if there exists an increasing2
 . 5 nk 5sequence n such that lim f (t y f s 0. If the only rigid func-2k k ª`
tions are the constant functions, then the transformation t is said to be
mildly mixing.
Denote the weakly mixing transformations by W , the mildly mixing
transformations by M , and the strongly mixing transformations by S . It is
easy to see that S ; M ; W . Also, the weakly mixing transformations and
the transformations in which all functions are rigid functions are residual
 .a dense G in T, while the mildly mixing transformations and thed
w xstrongly mixing transformations are first category in T. See Halmos 2 and
w xRosenblatt 5 . This will help to understand these last results.
6. PROPOSITION. Gi¨ en a transformation t and a mean-zero rigid func-
 .tion f g L X, m , there exists a uniformly dissipati¨ e, norm good a¨eraging2
 . tmethod m , such that m f does not con¨erge to the integral of f.n n
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that we have a
 .real-valued, mean-zero function f g L X, m of norm 1, and a sequence2
 . 5 nk 5n such that lim f (t y f s 0. Denote by q the probability2k k ª` k
1 U 1 .  .measure d q d . Let p s q ) q s d q 2d q d . By drop-0 n k k k yn 0 n2 4k k k
5 5ping to a further subsequence if necessary, we can arrange for p f y f 2k
to be as small as we like. For example, for the argument used here it is
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5 5 kenough to assume that we have arranged for p f y f F 1r4 . Let w2k k
 .denote the product p ) ??? ) p . The product construction of w can bek 1 k
used to guarantee that it is a uniformly dissipative, norm good averaging$ $
 .method. Indeed, the Fourier transform p satisfies 0 F p g F 1 for allk k
g g T because each p has the form p s q ) qU. Hence, the sequencek k k k$ $
  ..  .w g is non-increasing and also satisfies 0 F w g F 1 for all g g T,k k $
 .which certainly guarantees convergence pointwise of w . We can alsok
 .  .arrange for w to be uniformly dissipative by taking n to be suffi-k k
w xciently rapidly increasing. See Rosenblatt 4 where a similar construction
is used. Now with w being d , we have0 0
k
5 5 5 5w f y f F w f y w f2 2k r ry1
rs1
k
5 5F p f y f 2r
rs1
k 1
F  r4rs1
1
F .
3
 .Since f is norm 1, this means that w f cannot converge to 0, which is thek
integral of f.
Remark. It is an interesting point that in the above construction it is
 .not necessary to choose n to be rapidly increasing in order to guaranteek
 .  .that w is uniformly dissipative. Indeed, this is the case for any nk k
which is not eventually equal to 0. The short argument that gives this fact
is not needed here and so will not be included. However, by the comment
w x .  .in Rosenblatt 4 , Example 23b , the fact that w is uniformly dissipativek
in general is nothing more than the fact that for a.e. x,
` 1 q cos n x .k s 0. 2ks1
This last proposition gives a restriction on the good transformations.
7. COROLLARY. The transformations t which ha¨e the integral as the
norm limit for all uniformly dissipati¨ e, norm good a¨eraging methods are of
first category.
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Proof. These transformations must have the property that the only
rigid functions are the constants. Hence, they are contained in the mildly
mixing transformations.
Remark. We see now perhaps better that it would be good to resolve
whether or not the transformations of Corollary 7 are exactly the strongly
mixing transformations.
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